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traduction 

more recent years in Italy, an enhanced sensitivity 
~public opinion toward natural environment has al

ed a petter perception of physical landscape on 
whole, not only limited to its biological aspects 

, fauna, etc.), but enclosing also its main geo-
_· al characters (geosites). 
These new demands and expectations, however, 
·e not been fulfilled by any obligation from the 

_ ·ernment, so far incapable of issuing any kind of 
, valuable for the entire country, which could pro

a systematic compilation program of the sites of 
logical interest. 

However local initiative in various parts of the 
::ountry has made up for this absence, providing a 

great number of data, often assembled in extensive 
publications. 

The following report illustrates a comprehensive 
framework about Geoconservation in Italy and espe
cially about late activities carried out by the ProGEO 
Italy Working Group, involved in the field of ge
osites inventories. 

Reference legislation 

Starting already in the year 1939, national regula
tions have been issued in Italy, aimed to provide a 
possible protection for particularly valuable natural 
landscapes; at the beginning the laws concerned the 
"defence of artistic and hystorically valuable ob-
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jects" (enclosing palaeontological features) and the 
"protection of natural beauties". 

Later on, in more recent years, other national reg
ulations have been issued, concerning the protection 
and maintenance of the objects of physical environ
ment, as f.i. the D.L.657174, which established the 
Ministry for Cultural and Environmental Heritage, 
and D.L.431/85, which individuated and put under 
defence many categories of physical landscapes, as 
several types of coasts, as well as volcanoes, rivers, 
lakes etc. 

Among the most recent rules that have been is
sued, however, particular importance should be giv
en to the Protected Areas Act (L.394/91 ), in which 
there is a reiterate mention to the promotion, protec
tion and valorization of the country's natural heritage 
in its various forms; among them even "physical, 
geological, geomorphological Landscape forms" 
(par. I). 

Still in the same paragraph l there is mentioned 
the " ... preservation of geological peculiarities, of 
palaeontological deposits, ... of hydraulic and hydro
geological equilibria .... ". 

In the frame of the classification of natural land
scapes, the 394/91 act (paragraph 2) acknowledges 
as areas worth protecting (either under the name of 
National Park, Regional Park or Natural Reserves), 
those containing, among other characteristics, 
" .... one or more physical, geological, geomorpho
Logical formations .... of national or international rel
evance due to their naturalistic, scientific, aesthetic, 
cultural and/or touristic value .... ". 

Besides, the same act anticipates, as already estab
lished (in paragraph 3) an instrument of utmost im
portance for the political planning of the protected 
areas - at the moment still being experimented -
called "Chart of Nature". This "Chart" should be 
aimed to the up to date representation of the state of 
the art of the natural environment, where are evi
denced the so called "natural values" (among oth
ers, all the important geological sites) and the "pro
files of vulnerability of the territory". 

Also from the organizations of regional compe
tence, important regulations have been issued during 
the years, aimed to the protection and maintenance of 
geological heritage L.s., as well as of the natural 
beauties on the whole. 

In some cases laws have been issued on the very 
specific subject of the defence and valorization of 
the geological sites. In this frame, it is interesting to 
emphasize the most particular work carried out by 
two regions: Lombardy and Sardinia. 

Lombardy has had so far, without doubt, a primary 
role for the protection of the geological heritage. In 
fact, with a deliberation of the Regional Council, af
ter the paragraph II of the 27/07/1977 Regional Act 
n. 33, a list of biotopes and geosites has been issued, 
which are by now formally set up as Reserves or Nat
ural Monuments. 
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Among the former can be enumerated: the Zone 
Earth Pillars (Brescia), the morenic complex of Cas
tellaro Lagusello (Mantova), the Giant Kettles (Son
drio), the Postalesio Earth Pillars (Sondrio) etc. 

Among the Natural Monuments there is the Red 
Sandstone block from the Permian of Brescia, the 
Stone of Preguda (Sondrio), the Acqua Fraggia Falls 
(Sondrio), etc. 

But also the Sardinia Region has given a signifi
cant contribution, issuing by means of Regional Act 
n.3111989 a list of 24 Natural Monuments, 22 of 
them geological-geomorphological in character. In
teresting examples go from the aeolian erosional 
phenomena of the Capo d'Orso granite in the north, 
to the Carloforte Pillars, the sea cliffs carved in red 
ignibrite at the San Pietro island, along the south
western coast. Of the 22 geological-geomorphologi
cal monuments, 15 have been formally set up, while 
for the remaining 7 the administrative practice is still 
under way. 

More often, however, the regional administrative 
offices have operated in a less specific way, by 
means of town as well as landscape and environ
mental planning, also using the legislation for the 
protected natural areas. 

Among the latter, it has been formally set up the 
already mentioned cathegory of the "Natural Monu
ments", in which can be comprised areas, generally 
small, but characterized by natural phenomena or 
geological occurrences particularly significant from 
the landscape and naturalistic point of view. 

This special category, formally recognized by the 
main national and regional organizations, represents 
an excellent formal instrument to be used in the pro
tection and valorization of the above defined "ge
osite ". 

In other cases, as e.g., for the Emilia-Romagna Re
gion, the official Landscape Planning acknowledges 
and rules through a specific zonation (zones in need of 
naturalistic protection) the areas of particular interest, 
either for its geological, geomorphological, paleonto
logical, mineralogical, or floristic and faunistic aspects, 
still existing in a territory densely modified with an
thropic influence, as the Emilia-Romagna. 

In these protected zones any activity susceptible of 
damaging the geological or mineralogical occurrences 
can not be allowed or even remotely planned. It is also 
prohibited to introduce any wild animal species or any 
plant not belonging to the autochthonous flora. 

The state of the art 
of the compilation program 

In Italy the protection of geological heritage repre
sents a field of application for many researchers io 
the Earth Sciences; starting 1968 a series of efforts 
have been applied to a carefully organized and more 
effective protection of geomorphological occurrenc-



es, especially of those resulting in scientific and di
actic-recreational key examples. 
The main activities have been performed and are 

urrently under way by University Departments as 
well as by formally recognized Research Institutes 
and other scientific associations. 

In some cases the Public Administration Offices 
ve been directly or indirectly active in the protec

-on field, especially where town and territory plan-
ing was actually involved. 
Even though in Italy there is still not, at the mo

ment, a well organized national compilation program 
f all sites of geological interest, many local projects 

• ve already produced a great number of data, often 
embled in extensive publications, with enclosed 
ps and photographs. 

Here follows a synthesis of the most important ex
riences in the field of geosites compilation, carried 
in different Italian regions. 

As already anticipated, the first systematic contri
tion has been brought by the Lombardy Region 
ween the end of the seventies and the beginning of 
eighties, in the frame of a more complete study 

t should have included also an inventory of 
topes. 

In this study there were two basic conditions : 
- the site would be of naturalistic and scientific in

st 
- the site would not have been already strongly ai

d by human influence. 
Given these two sine-qua-non conditions, more 
· ria were advocated, that could have been impor

t in the choice of the geosites for the list. 
These options are: 
-immediate danger of destruction 
- strong input from local population and local or-
izations, both sensitive to the protection of natu
resources, 

- geographic location, 
- importance of the signaled area, also in dependance 

~ lhe directions given by International Organisms, as 
European Council, IUCN, UNESCO, etc. 

As mentioned before, the same Lombardy Region 
also established a broad network of protected 
ral areas, containing a great number of sites en
ed with geological-geomorphological interest. 

sites are classified either as natural reserves or 
natural monuments and enjoy a specific protection 

am, also associated to the possible fruition of 
whole area, mostly for touristic and recreational 

The Marche Region also produced an important 
· -ative when, in the frame of the preparation of the 

ional Environmental Landscape Planning, it ar-
ged to be carried on, after the Regional Act n.17/ 
a specific activity aimed to the compilation of 
rtant geosites. 

This activity has brought, in the year 1991, to the 
lication of a thick volume containing 74 geologi-

cal sites and 73 geomorphological sites, all illustrat
ed by photographs and by maps with the actual loca
tion of the selected occurrences. 

During the compilation program, the discriminat
ing parameters for the choice of the sites to be select
ed rested on their scientific interest, evaluated on the 
base of previous studies. The best preferred occur
rences are those associated to typical geological, 
geomorphological and hydrogeological elements, 
possessing a high didactic value and not very com
mon. It has been taken into account also the exten
sion of the sites and their outcropping characteristics 
as well as the frequency of the mentioned objects 
troughout the whole territory. 

Another important contribution is represented by 
the activities carried on in Sardinia where, as report
ed, in year 1989 was issued a Regional Act that es
tablished 24 natural monuments, 22 of which corre
sponding to geological sites. In the island should be 
mentioned the activities of the Cagliari University 
where, since 1991, many compilations of geological 
and geomorphological monuments have been carried 
out in several areas, as in the Meilogu-Logudoro, 
Sarrabus, Orosei Gulf, Sulcis Mountains, etc. 

The criteria followed in the compilation are most
ly genetical and able to discriminate among sites of 
stratigraphic, paleontologic or mineralogic impor
tance, considering their producing phenomena (ei
ther endogenous or exogenous or related to anthrop
ic activity). To assure the uniformity of the survey 
and its evaluation at a local, national and internation
al scale, a four section form has been prepared, 
where the informations on the identification and 
classification parameters, as well as the level of sci
entific and historic-cultural importance and the state 
of the art for the protection and use of the site, are 
clearly stated. 

Mostly based on these compiled data, in year 1997 
a volume dedicated to the "Natural Monuments in 
Sardinia" has been already published; a second 
(comprehending the resu Its of 150 forms) restricted 
to the geological-geomorphological natural monu
ments of the Cagliari province only, is currently un
der publication. 

Still in Sardinia, since 1995 there are under exam
ination also the most important geo-mining sites in 
the South-western mining district of the Iglesiente
Sulcis. The first results about these quite original 
sites, most of them bearing an international impor
tance, have been presented during the Centenary 
Meeting of the Associazione Mineraria Sarda, as 
well as the II International ProGEO Symposium in 
Rome. 

In Latium there are already many compilation ac
tivities. Among the most important, we mention the 
researches carried out by Latium Region and by 
ENEA: the geosites of the Middle Tiber Valley 
( 1992), of the Albano Volcanic District ( 1996), of the 
Pontina and Fondana plains as well as of the South-
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em Ausoni Mountains ( 1997). These compilations 
have been made following the example of the "cate
gories" established by Wimbledon in the paper of 
Andersen et al. ( 1990), even though re-arranging the 
evaluation criteria of the scientific value of the sites 
to go along with the official terminology of the Ital
ian legislation. 

Among the special research papers related to La
tium we mention also a compilation of the palaeon
tological deposits in the Terracina area ( 1993) and 
the recent study made by ENEA and SIGEA in 1997 
for the town of Rome with the following title: "The 
geological landscape and the geosites of the Campa
gna Romana". 

In the Abruzzi we can mention a first attempt of 
compilation at a regional scale, issued by the Depart
ment of Environmental Sciences ofL'Aquila Univer
sity and presented at the II International ProGEO 
Symposium in Rome. 

In 1998 the Abruzzi Region has officially charged 
the same research group with a more detailed compi
lation study (now starting). This compilation will be 
carried out with a very detailed form, prepared also 
along the ProGEO standard lines, but also following 
the criteria of other regional compilations (historical
artistic monuments, Nature 2000). 

Among other cases of higher sensitivity from offi
cial bodies toward geological heritage is the listing 
of geosites carried out by the Modena Province, to
gether with the local Earth Sciences Department. 

The identification and evaluation of the geological 
sites has been synthesized on special forms contain
ing not only the geographical location of the sites and 
their description, but also a detailed scientific evalu
ation based on several criteria emanating from the 
different sectors of Earth Sciences involved in this 
research. 

This program was especially activated with the 
aim of building a data base of the geological occur
rences of the province in need of protection, not only 
because of their purely aesthetic value, but for their 
scientific content. 

In the last months also in other Italian regions and 
provinces have been proposed and locally also initi
ated, new compilation projects with the collabora
tion among Universities and Research Centers, Sci
entific Associations and Official bodies, as f.i. the 
project starting in 1998 in the Matera Province (Ba
silicata Region). 

Other projects are currently defined in Piedmon, 
Liguria, Veneto, Sicily and Calabria; in Campania 
will be continued a listing of the localities of high 
naturalistic value, already started in 1980 after a ma
jor earthquake in the frame of the Urban Land Plan 
and limited for the moment only to the Sorrento pen
insula and to the Amalfi coast. 

In the Emilia-Romagna Region will be soon con
cluded a project, culminating with the presentation 
of a volume edited by Italian and foreign researchers, 
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aimed to a better comprehension of the role played 
by the geological heritage and hence by deeper 
knowledge of geosites. 

There should not be underestimated, however, the 
compilations, at a national scale, of natural objects 
with specific themes, as f.i. the "Italian Caves List" 
(compiled by the Italian Speleological Society in col
laboration with local associations), the "Italian Gla
ciers List" (compiled by the Italian Glaciological 
Committee), the "Italian Volcanoes List" (prepared 
by the International Association of Volcanology), the 
"Italian Lakes List" (Moroni). 

Another interesting source of data are the booklets 
of Notes, accompanying the Sheets of Geological 
Map of Italy (published by the National Geological 
Survey) and more recently the "Regional Geological 
Guides", edited by the Italian Geological Society, 
where are described sites and itineraries endowed 
with a particular scientific and didactic significance. 

Last, but not least, are worth mentioning the 
guidebooks with naturalistic itineraries published by 
the Scientific Committee of the Club Alpino Italiano 
(CAl) and Touring Club Italiano (TCI), where some 
sites of high geological value are often described. 

A more specific group who has advocated to him
self the responsability of promoting the role of Earth 
Science in the protection of Geological Heritage in 
Italy is the SIGEA (Italian Society for Environmen
tal Geology). 

This society, to which many of the authors of this 
note belong, has recently created a specific working 
group, named "Geosites and Protected Areas", 
which is acting often directly in the compilation of 
the geological sites, in collaboration with ProGEO 
Europe. 

It took also active part in the organization of the II 
International ProGEO Symposium in Rome ( 1996), 
after having published, in the years 1994 and 1995, 
many files dedicated to the most important geologi
cal landscapes in Italy. 

Italy is universally well known as a place of pecu
liar interest in what natural beauties are concerned; 
this specificity has been repeatedly acknowledged by 
UNESCO, which has inserted some areas of the Ital
ian territory in its World Heritage List of localities to 
be preserved. Among the 27 localities occurring on 
this list from 1979 to 1997, a few are also true geo
logical landscapes, as e.g.: the Valcamonica (Lom
bardy Region) with its rock engravings in the Permi
an sandstone, polished by the Quaternary glacia
tions; the incised valley in the soft limestone hosting 
the fairy-land looking landscape with still the lived
in caves of the Sassi of Matera (Basilicata Region); 
the wonderful Amalfi coast with its dolomitic cliffs 
(Campania Region) and, last but not least, the 
Cinque Terre (Liguria Region), which offers a beau
tiful example of man-made geomorphology, where 
human intervention and nature are well harmonized, 
resulting in a unique type of landscape. 



Methodological criteria 
for the selection of geosites 
in Italy 

On the basis of a comparison between the different 
experiences of many working groups, it can be con

luded that the methodological criteria applied so far 
in Italy to the compilation of geological sites are 

sed essentially on a series of characteristics: 
• scientific interest 
• representativity (distribution, extent of the site, 

outcropping characteristics, frequency) 
• uniqueness and/or rarity of the forms or of the 

outcrops 
• diversity 
• association with different kind of characteristics 

(naturalistic, palaeoethnologic, archaeologic, histor
- , cultural etc.) 

• didactic value 
• accessibility, also for educational purposes 
• scenic attraction 
• state of preservation 
• vulnerability 
• level of interest (local, regional, national, inter
tiona!). 
On the whole, the methodologies employed in the 

compilation have been arranged along successive 
ps : 
+ set up of guidelines for site selection and prepa
ion of "type" forms to contain all sorts of data set ; 
+ collection of published literature and of all sort 

f documents available (scientific papers, journals, 
magazines, acts and documents from official boards 

d organisms); 
+ checking in the field of the mentioned informa

tion and possible integration with newly acquired 
ta; 
+ filling of the forms with all the known available 
~ificities of the individual sites (short description 
f the object, its scientific value, other eventual char-

JCteristics and level of interest, state of preservation, 
ailability and need of protection, already existing 
nds, known references, etc.) ; 
+ detailed drawing of single maps for each form 
d general map with the location of the sites com-

orised in the inventory ; 
+ photographic images ; 
+ organization of the data set with introductory 
tes related to the used methodology and criteria, 

e ments of legislation, hydro-geo-morphological set 
to frame of the investigated territory ; 
+ compilation of an exhaustive reference list 
The results of the mentioned activities can then 

represent the starting point for further development 
f the researches, as for example: 

I. processing of the compiled data with a GIS 
_ stem, in order to create a data bank of the geologi

cal sites, to use for land planning 

2. setting up of visitor centres and/or museums 
with geological, palaeontological, mineralogical (or 
other) character 

3. re-launch projects in specific areas, in order to 
promote new, eco-sustainble touristic activities 

4. organizing scientific meetings on the subject 
of the "conservation of geological heritage". 

Activities of the ProGEO Italy 
working group 

In order to increase the opportunity to enhance the 
value of geological evidences and to offer a mean
ingful contribution in the frame of the "Geosites" 
Project, the Italian researchers involved in the field 
of geosites, have recently founded a working group 
named ProGEO Italy. In this group several scientific 
organisms, as well as some public institutions, are 
represented: National Geological Survey, ENEA, 
Experimental Institute for Soil Research and Con
servation, Istituto Superiore Prevenzione e Sicu
rezza del Lavoro, University of Turin, Pavia, Ge
nua, Modena, Florence, L' Aquila, Napoli and Ca
gliari, Emilia-Romagna Region, Province of Rome, 
SIGEA. 

The working group is an affiliation ofthe ProGEO 
European Association and shares its initiatives. Its 
main objectives are: 

- a national coordination between the different re
search activities across the country; 

- the individuation of a proper strategy toward a 
policy of promotion and accessibility of the objects 
of geological heritage; 

- the definition of scientific and methodologic 
standards while working in the compilation of ge
osites, in order to adhere to the proposed internation
al outlines; 

-the setting-up of a national inventory of geosites, 
some of which could be inserted in the World List of 
Geological Heritage. 

In the meantime ProGEO Italy has been very ac
tive on the important subject of the methodology for 
the selection of "Geosites", (creating a series of 
guidelines to be published also to standardize possi
ble future compilation activities) and in setting up a 
national compilation program to be presented to the 
Ministry of Environment and to the Italian National 
Research Council (CNR). 

The Italian group is working to create and orga
nize a preliminary list of areas and/or structural 
units, seen as "Geosites Contexts" and considered 
representative of the Italian geology on the whole. 
This list can be viewed as a first contribution to the 
"Geosites" Project (lUGS-UNESCO); it will be cre
ated through specific "interviews" with a number of 
researchers of Earth Sciences (each in his field) and 
in consideration of the different geographical subdi-
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visions (geological districts) of Italian territory. 
This subdivision has produced nine main districts: 
- Alps (western, central, eastern) 
- Apennines (northern, central, southern) 
- Flysch basins 
- Po Valley basin 
- Peri-Tirrenian basin 
- Intra-Apennine basin 
- Volcanism (acid and basic) 
- Peri-Adriatic basins 
- Main islands (Sicily and Sardinia). 

The creation of a geosite 
documentation centre 

A further, more recent, initiative is the creation of the 
"Geosites Documentation Centre", located at the 
Genua University - Dipartimento POLIS of Ar
chitechtural Faculty - which has been already for
mally recognized by ProGEO Europe and by SIGEA 
(Italian Society for Environmental Geology). 

The Centre has the following objectives: 
• to collect, update and process the methodology 

for the compilation of geological-geomorphological 
data on geosites in Italy and abroad; 

• to promote the "Italian Literature Review on the 
Compilation and Valorization ofGeosites" (to be up
dated yearly and possibly extended, later, also to Eu
ropean occurrences); 

• to promote and organize research programs on 
themes relatives; 

• to the compilation and protection of geosites; 
• to establish national and international collabora

tions, also in order to gain access to UE research 
funds on the mentioned subjects; 

• to provide a scientific data base for possible 
projects launched by Public Organizations in the 
field of detection, protection and use of geological 
occurrences latu sensu, in the frame of land planning; 

• to realize a data bank, available also through In
ternet (in connection with the POLIS site and even
tually with a ProGEO site). 

The Geosites Documentation Centre should be ba
sically a scientific and cultural tool - to be used by 
Public Organizations, researchers, as well as all insti
tutions active in the protection of the natural, and 
specifically of geological heritage - open for collab
oration and exchange of experiences between all 
people interested in this sort of problems. 
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